
February 14th - 18th
Monday's Activities - Kindergarten

Story of the Day: Best Friend Trouble By: Frances Itani

Belonging 
& Contributing

Would You Rather? A “Would You Rather” question is a wonderful way to engage in 
some critical thinking. Read the question with the child and discuss both options and 
invite the child to state which option they choose and why!

Would you rather be live in an igloo or live in a giant snow globe?

Demonstrating
Literacy 

& Math Behaviours

Sing & Rhyme! Sing the Song: Five Green and Speckled Frogs
Five green and speckled frogs (hold up 5 fingers on right hand)

Sat on a speckled log

Eating some most delicious bugs.
Yum! Yum! (rub belly)

One jumped into the pool (hold up 1 finger)
Where it was nice and cool (pretend to swim)

Then there were 4 green, speckled frogs (hold up 4 waving fingers)
Glub. Glub.

Can you think of a rhyming word (or 2 or 3) for the following? 
frog, bug, pool, yum, green

Tic Tac Toe

Use stones, twigs or items around the home (e.g., coins, dry beans). Play a game of tic 
tac toe. Stop between or after the game and ask, “How many stones are there?”, “How 
many do we have in total?”, “How do you know?”. Play multiple times. How many times 
did you win? How many times did your play partner win?

Problem 
Solving & Innovating

Let’s Play!
Using a basket, box, or a bag collect a variety of items in your home that are of 
interest to you. With a grownup check in cupboards, drawers, and closets.
Some examples could include; sheets, towels, face cloths, blankets, napkins. These items 
could be used for building forts or dressing up. Bowls, baking tins, eating utensils, 
mixing and serving utensils, funnels, sieve, canning jar rings, elastics, and aluminum foil. 
These items could be used for kitchen or cooking play. Add water for mixing and 
pouring. Add rags for cleaning play. Provide lots of uninterrupted time for the child to 
engage with the items. You might ask “do you have any ideas about how we might 
begin?”, “tell me about your...”, “I wonder what would happen if you tried …", “how 
could you make that? (taller, wider, longer)”, “how does that water sound when you 
pour it?”, “what did you find out when you put ____ in the water?”.

Self-Regulation & 
Well-Being

Guess Who? This game involves guessing what the other person is pretending to 
be. Ask the child to choose an animal (but not say what they chose). Ask the child 
to think about the way the animal moves. Encourage the child to move like the animal 

they have chosen. Try and guess what the animal is. Take turns to move like different 
animals. Ask each other questions to help you guess. Try playing the game using 
different people you know, fruits and vegetables, places, rooms in the home.

https://www.tumblebooklibrary.com/Directlink.aspx?U=hpl&P=hwdsb&bookid=6598


February 14th - 18th
Tuesday's Activities - Kindergarten

Story of the Day: Bad for them, Good for me By: Aaron Zevy

Belonging 
& Contributing

Would You Rather?
A “Would You Rather” question is a wonderful way to engage in some critical thinking. 
Read the question with the child and discuss both options and invite the child to state 
which option they choose and why!

Would you rather wear a winter hat every day or wear snow boots every day?

Demonstrating
Literacy 

& Math Behaviours

Musical Movement with Words
Find some plain paper and cut them into cards. Write the letters of the word
S U N S H I N E on them. Place them around a room with the furniture pushed aside, so 
there is room to move and groove when the music plays. Play music of your choice and 
groove. The grownup will pause the music and CALL out the sound the letter makes. Your 
child will find the letter that matches the sound and will stand on that letter. Repeat until 
you have discovered all the sounds!
Extension: Play again using the word OUTSIDE, UMBRELLA, ADVENTURE, etc.

Estimation Takes Practice!
During snack or lunch time try and make an estimate with a handful of food (e.g., raisins, 
beans, cereal, rice). What was your guess? Write that number down or tell 
a grownup. Now try to count to find out how close you were! How close was 
your estimate? Which number was bigger? How do you know? Extension: Try estimating 
with something bigger! For example: a bowl full of Lego or eggs or twist ties.

Problem 
Solving & Innovating

Using a basket, box, or a bag collect a variety of items in your home that are of interest to 
you. With a grownup check in cupboards, drawers, and closets. Some examples could 
include:

 Sheets, towels, face cloths, blankets, napkins. These items could be used for building 
forts or dressing up.

 Bowls, baking tins, eating utensils, mixing and serving utensils, funnels, sieve, canning 
jar rings, elastics, and aluminum foil. These items could be used for kitchen or 
cooking play. Add water for mixing and pouring. Add rags for cleaning play.

Provide lots of uninterrupted time for the child to engage with the items. You might ask 
“do you have any ideas about how we might begin?”, “tell me about your...”, “I wonder 
what would happen if you tried …", “how could you make that? (taller, wider, longer)”, 
“how does that water sound when you pour it?”, “what did you find out when you put 
____ in the water?”.

Self-Regulation & 
Well-Being

Take a walk or look out your window. Do a survey on paper of how many different types of 
trees, birds and animals you see. Did you see more birds than animals? How many trees 
did you see? Was it more than 10 or less than 10? Draw a picture of something from your 
walk and label.

https://www.tumblebooklibrary.com/Directlink.aspx?U=hpl&P=hwdsb&bookid=4664


February 14th - 18th
Wednesday's Activities - Kindergarten

Story of the Day: The Dot By: Peter H. Reynolds

Belonging 
& Contributing

Would You Rather?
A “Would You Rather” question is a wonderful way to engage in some critical thinking. 
Read the question with the child and discuss both options and invite the child to state 
which option they choose and why!

Would you rather build one giant snowman or make 25 snow angels?

Demonstrating
Literacy 

& Math Behaviours

Word Recognition 
What You Need: paper cut into rectangle cards/index cards, pencil, pen or marker, old 
magazines (optional), scissors (optional), glue (optional).
How to Play:
1. On one set of cards, write some simple words that are easy to represent visually. 
2. On another set, draw or cut out magazine pictures that illustrate the words you have 
chosen.
3. Lay all the cards on the table, face up, and have the child match each word to the 

corresponding picture.
4. You could also try some name recognition by using photographs of your child, siblings, 
friends, relatives, and so on. Write each person's name on an index card and have your 
child match the photos to the appropriate name cards.

Let’s Measure! Find an item you can use to measure different objects around your home 
(e.g., a spoon, ruler, straw, stick). Can you find things that are smaller and bigger than 
your measuring tool? Make a list or draw pictures of the objects you measured. Circle 
the smaller objects. Extension: Count how many smaller things you found. Record the 
number. Then, count how many bigger things you found and record the number. Which 
number is bigger?

Problem 
Solving & Innovating

Picnic Time
Set up a picnic for your stuffed animals, toys and/or family members inside your home or 
in a nice space outside with a grownup. You might need a blanket or towel to sit on. 
Think about all the items you would need for your picnic. Maybe have your lunch or 
snack for your picnic.

Self-Regulation & 
Well-Being

Play red light, green light!
With a grown up, find a safe open space (e.g., a park, a sidewalk, a driveway). Stand on 
one side of the space. Listen to the instructions. The grown up will call out either green 
light or red light. For green light you will move your body towards the grown up. For red 
light, you will stand still. Continue until you catch up to the grown up. Take turns being 
the caller. Change your movement – hop, skip, crawl on a green light.

https://www.tumblebooklibrary.com/Directlink.aspx?U=hpl&P=hwdsb&bookid=4178


February 14th - 18th
Thursday's Activities - Kindergarten

Story of the Day: When Pigasso met Mootisse By: Nina Laden

Belonging 
& Contributing

Would You Rather? A “Would You Rather” question is a wonderful way to engage in 
some critical thinking. Read the question with the child and discuss both options and 
invite the child to state which option they choose and why!

Would you rather catch snowflakes on your tongue or eat an icicle popsicle?

Demonstrating
Literacy 

& Math Behaviours

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down for Beginning Sounds
This is a partner game that can be played with someone in your home. The grownup will 
read the list of words and the student will have to determine if the initial sound is the 
same. If it is, then it's a thumbs up. If the initial sounds are not the same, then thumbs 
down.

Word Pairings:
Map/Nap (down) Book/Read (down)

Apple/Alligator (up) Climb/Clap (up)
Light/Sound (down) Brown/Down (down)
Turtle/Talk (up) Stick/Stamp (up)
Bed/Bike (up) Play/Plane (up)

Representing Numbers!
Collect any small items that can be used for counting, such as pom poms, beads, lego, 
blocks, pebbles, crayons, buttons, bottle caps etc. Ask the child to show you 5 by 
drawing a picture. You might ask, how do you know that you drew 5? (e.g., I counted the 
things I drew—I thought of five cars, and I made one picture for each car). Can you write 
the number 5 to show how many objects? Can you find five items around the house. 
Can you draw a picture of the five items? 8. If you wish, repeat this activity for the 
numbers 1 to 4.

Problem 
Solving & Innovating

Build a Fort
Using different items around the home (e.g., pillows, table, couch, sheets) build a 
fort. Some prompting questions for the grownup to ask during and after the build.
How big can you make your fort?
How many rooms does your fort have?
How many entrances?
What is the name of your fort?
Who is allowed in your fort?

Self-Regulation & 
Well-Being

Balance Beam Create a line on the floor with tape, chalk or string (or anything else you 
have). Inside or outside with a grownup. Pretend you are an animal that is looking for 
food on a tree. While balancing on your line bend and pretend to pick up food. Can you 
make it easier or harder by changing the direction or shape of your line? If you live near 
a forest and see fallen down tree, you could walk on it from one end to the other (safely 
and with a grown up!).

https://www.tumblebooklibrary.com/Directlink.aspx?U=hpl&P=hwdsb&bookid=4793


February 14th - 18th
Friday's Activities - Kindergarten

Story of the Day: He Came With the Couch By: David Slonim

Belonging 
& Contributing

Would You Rather? A “Would You Rather” question is a wonderful way to engage in 
some critical thinking. Read the question with the child and discuss both options and 
invite the child to state which option they choose and why!

Would you rather have it snow every day or never snow at all?

Demonstrating
Literacy 

& Math Behaviours

Clues, Clues, Clues!
Gather 10 items from around your home and hide them under something like a towel 
(e.g., a spoon or a toy). For each item, clap the syllables, say something that rhymes, 
tell what sound it starts with and what sound it ends with and stretch out all the 
sounds. See if you can give clues about each object to someone in your home. Are 
they able to guess your hidden objects?

Math Walk and Talk
Go for a walk around the neighbourhood with a grownup and look for math all around 
you! Pay attention to things in nature, architecture and what’s in the sky and on the 
ground!
Some examples could be:
• Find a pattern
• Find something symmetrical
• Find a collection of things and compare them - find some things that 
are bigger/smaller/the same size
• How many? Count them, then find a different way to count them
• Did you find a numeral or some digits?

Problem 
Solving & Innovating

Water Challenge
Fill up a container, tub or sink with water. You will need two bowls or containers the 
same size (one for you and one for someone else). Find items you could use for 
scooping (e.g., measuring cup, small bowl, ladle, spoon). You might want to have a 
towel nearby to dry up any spilt water! Challenge someone in your home to fill the 
bowl using the scooping items. First, use your hands to cup the water and put it in the 
bowl. Who was able to fill the container first? How many scoops did it take to fill the 
bowl? Would you do anything different the next time? Play again using different 
scooping items.

Self-Regulation & 
Well-Being

Flip a Coin Workout
You will need a coin to start (any coin will do – penny, nickel, quarter, loonie!). Then 
write down 5 exercises (e.g., push up, jumping jack, touch your toes etc.) that you 
know. Flip the coin and perform the exercise matching the coin until the time ends. 
You could use a timer or just count to 15. There are 5 rounds. Each round will be a 15 
second exercise and then a 15 second rest. During the rest time you will flip the coin 
again to decide on the next exercise. Have fun and don't forget to breathe!

https://www.tumblebooklibrary.com/Directlink.aspx?U=hpl&P=hwdsb&bookid=4173

